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WHY GENESIS WEB

AGENT?

TOP

CALLCENTER.AMTELCO.COM

FOR YOUR CALL CENTER
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DETAILED REPORTING

Plan for workload and staffing needs with call analytics

Monitor call activity with real-time dashboard

Measure agent productivity with the Agent Assessment

tool

Custom reports available for billing, service level, call

details and more
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INTUITIVE SCRIPTING

Pre-program call flow scripts with our drag-and-drop

scripting tool

Guides your agents through each call

Color-coding helps agents identify call types so they

can handle calls more quickly
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EASY TO USE

Train new staff faster with our user-friendly

application

Perform directory searches, scripted messaging, and

dispatching

Access call recordings, web content, and on-call

schedules
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FLEXIBLE 

Allows for quick set up and relocation of agent stations 

Utilizes existing web server features (load balancing,

high availability, disaster recovery)

Scalable to keep up with business demands
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SECURE

Operates on secured website

Uses secure browser, unique log-ins, and passwords

WebRTC technology eliminates need for additional

native apps or plug-ins
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CUSTOMIZABLE APPEARANCE

Simplify call handling with custom toolbar buttons

Configure up to 6 call appearances

Agent Styles and Themes with different colors, fonts,

and shapes 

Text remains clear and easy to read when utilizing

Zoom and Magnifier features
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EASILY ACCESSIBLE

Browser-based application

Accessible on computers, laptops, and tablets

Perfect solution for remote agents!
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SEAMLESS APPLICATION

Upgrades are completed via web server

No software to load on each station

Minimal hardware and software requirements
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Customer support available 24 hours a day/365 days a

year

TechHelper website available to access manuals,

software updates, training videos, and webinar

recordings.

 CUSTOMER SUPPORT
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

Predictive Intelligence simplifies customer interaction

Provides agent with all the information they need for

fast, professional call handling.

Uses the ANI to identify previous caller and display

caller's information

Time-saving feature for your agents!



Contact us for a

Web Agent Demo 

callcenter.amtelco.com

info@amtelco.com

https://callcenter.amtelco.com/
https://callcenter.amtelco.com/

